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ITINERARY

Tadoba National Park:

Tadoba National Park Established as a reserve in 1935, the area was
declared a park in 1955. The are became part of Maharashtra with
the recorganization of states but retained its status as a park. The
district of Chandrapur in the north-eastern part of Maharashtra.

The Focal point is a lake in the midst of mixed deciduous forest and
rolling hills. Leopards are sighted more often than the few tigers
that come to the area. In fact, the Tadoba National Park and Andhari
Wildlife Santuary together form the Tadoba-Andhari Tiger Reserve.

The National Park is 623 sq. kms in area, consisting of two forested
rectangles of the Tadoba and Andhari range. Thickly clad hills form
the north and western boundary of the Tiger Reserve. To the
southwest is a huge lake, which acts as buffer in between the Park
Forest and the extensive farmland extending right up to the Irai
Lake.
Tadoba Tiger Reserve is open throughout the year. Please note that
the park stays closed every Tuesday .

How to Reach

The nearest airport is Nagpur (140 km via Umrer, Bhisi and
Chimur).
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Itinerary:

03 Night 04 Days Tadoba Package Tour
Day-1 :
The best way to reach Tadoba Tiger Reserve is to fly to Nagpur.
From Nagpur one can reach Tadoba via Chandrapur. We are staying
at the Kolara Gate which is at the distance of 120 km from Nagpur.
We settle down to rest and have a sumptuous lunch upon reaching
the resort. We then leave for the evening safari to search for the
tigers and leopards. We come across plenty of game and the tiger
during the open jeep safari. The late evenings are reserved for some
tribal performances and fine dinner before the nightcap.

Day-2 :
The safari begins early and we enter the dense forests of Kolara
Range. The tigers inhabit all the dense areas of the park and can be
seen on jungle roads, grasslands and bushes. We trek the tigers on
road seeking signs like the pug marks, tree scratching and alarm
cries.
In the evening we seek the winged creatures that are major
attraction of the reserve. We also look for big game like the sambar,
spotted deer and barking deer. Nilgai and Chausingha can be seen
in the drier portion of the reserve. After an eventful morning and
evening safari we return back to the lodge for some evening full of
wild tales and fine dining.

Day-3 :
The naturalist guide we have appointed for you helps increase big
game sighting and in bird watching. This makes your safari more
adventurous and fruitful. We will also seek animals like the sloth
bear, bison, deer and the Nilgai.
This evening is reserved for a village tour and to relish the sights
and sounds of the bazaar. Late evening we enjoy some superlative
tribal dance before dinner time.

Day-4 :
The last day ride is spent enjoying the landscape and looking for the
animals we have not managed to see. Tadoba Reserve is home to
sloth bear, Indian wolf, wild dog and deer species. So search for the
leopard or wolf which are difficult to sight.
After a series of eventful safaris we finally end our tour and prepare
to return to Nagpur. From here we catch the flight for the next
destinations.


